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Abstract. This study investigates the unique contribution of layout and visual
cues to the comprehension of complex texts. Contracts are taken as a key
example of cumbersome, complex texts that most laypeople do not like to read,
and avoid reading altogether if possible. By means of information design, the
meaning of contracts can be made more readily visible and understandable to
their intended user-group. An experimental evaluation shows how it is not
enough to simply reorganise the text in a more logical, user-friendly order, but
real improvements in comprehension speed and accuracy can only be observed
when enhancements to the textual structure of the contract are accompanied by
an improved layout and other visual solutions.
Keywords: Document design · information design · contracts · experimental
evaluation · user experience · usability · complex information · cognitive load
theory

1 Introduction
Last year I attended a workshop led by a plain language expert, who provided several
principles and examples on how to make contracts more understandable and userfriendly. The speaker guided the audience through an exercise where a very confusing
leasing contract was re-ordered and given new, improved headings. Everyone in the
room agreed that the restructured version of the contract was much better and
appeared to better respond to the information needs of the intended readers. In his
take-away message, the expert claimed that ‘just by getting the structure and the
headings right, we can probably solve 90% of the contract’s understandability
issues’. This statement sparked my researcher’s curiosity and provided inspiration for
the research questions behind this study: is good document structure the main solution
to conveying complex information in a more logical and easier manner, or does visual
display of information have a unique role in supporting comprehension? Is
comprehension of meaning ultimately a verbal phenomenon, or can visual
communication help people simply see meaning?

As an information designer, I do not doubt the effectiveness of structuring
information as a way to make complex documents more transparent and accessible to
their users. However, visually undifferentiated text alone does not provide salience or
prominence to different bits of information, while, for easier reading, stronger
attention must be guided towards those parts that are more relevant to the user [1].
Visual cues can provide an ‘attention hierarchy’, making sure that what is most
important is not overlooked. Additionally, people tend to find more usable what they
find beautiful [2], and a wall of text simply looks scary, cumbersome and off-putting
for most laypeople.
This study focusses on contracts, as they are a prototypical example of a common,
completely textual, complex document. People usually do not like reading contracts,
as they are dull, difficult and hard to understand for most. Everyone would agree that
contracts are something important, but would gladly avoid reading a long text in
legalese. For most, even after going through the effort of reading, contracts might still
not be clear. Others are left with the doubt that they might have misunderstood
something, and that will cause negative surprises in the future.
However, in the eyes of their creators – the lawyers – contracts try to accurately
describe which rights, obligations, permissions and prohibitions apply to the
signatories, and make them binding under the law [3]. The approach of legal scholars
comes most typically from contract law and the law of the obligations [4], the body of
principles and rules governing the rights and duties arising between individuals. The
problem with this traditional view is that it focusses only on the essence and precision
of the rules, but not at all on the needs and abilities of the individuals tasked with
understanding and acting upon such rules. Rules matter to contract users only as long
as they are instrumental in achieving their goals (e.g. how much, how and by when
one should pay a bill in order to continue receiving electricity). It is then crucial to see
contracts as a document genre similar to instructions and user guides: this is because
not only do the rules need to be fair and consistent, but they also must be logically
and clearly delivered if we want contract readers to apply them in practice and be
compliant.
From a theoretical perspective, contracts constitute an interesting case, because
they are purely textual documents, cognitively demanding and very close to zero in
terms of eliciting positive experiences. This allows researchers to experimentally
manipulate their structure and appearance in order to observe how information design
solutions can affect comprehension and reader experience. From a practical
perspective, several organisations could benefit from understanding how to make the
meaning of contracts more visible and improve the overall contract-user experience.
Companies can gain competitive advantage and improve their customer-centredness
by developing and managing superior customer experiences [5]. In order to do that,
they need to build meaningful customer touchpoints. In some industries – such as
utilities, insurances, banking, online services and the rental market – contracts are a
key customer touchpoint, as they ‘officially’ represent the service promise that the
customer is signing up for. Transforming contracts into clear, engaging, transparent,
visually pleasant instructions is an opportunity to build trust with consumers and
deliver value.
This study seeks to determine which approaches are available for information
designers and user-centric lawyers in order to make contracts more comprehensible

and pleasant for their users. The need for both good information structure and visual
information display are argued in the light of literature about cognitive load theory,
user experience and usability. Both information structure and display can help in
seeing intellectual performance, and their relative contributions were assessed and
compared through an experiment on contract comprehension.
1.1 Cognitive Load Theory
Cognitive load theory (CLT) can help us understand why people struggle so much in
reading and understanding contracts. Developed by Sweller, while initially studying
problem solving [6], CLT postulates that learning happens best when information is
presented in a way that takes into consideration human cognitive structures. Limited
working memory capacity is one of the characteristic aspects of human cognition [7]:
thus, comprehension and learning can be facilitated by presenting information in ways
minimising working memory load.
In order to understand written texts people form mental models [8], mental
representations based on the principles of causality, spatiality and temporality [9]. A
chronological sequence of causally connected events is thus fairly easy to
comprehend: this is because we mentally form a model integrating many details of the
situation, with no need to store them all individually in our working memory. The
mental model counts as a single element in the working memory, avoiding
information overload. However, if working memory is overloaded in the first place
we cannot form mental models, because information needs to be processed and
integrated before being stored as knowledge in our long-term memory. In order to
prevent overload, it is then useful to recognise different types of cognitive load [10]:
intrinsic load is caused by the inherent difficulty and complexity of the subject
matter, and it cannot be reduced; extraneous load is produced by the way in which
content is presented, and can be reduced through design and instructional support;
germane load is generated by information processing and integration into mental
models, it can be affected by design and is not seen as a negative factor because
schema formation supports learning. The task of designers is to create information
structures and displays that reduce extraneous load and eventually increase germane
load. Contracts contain lots of special terms, concepts and information (intrinsic
load), and presenting this content as a wall of legalese text overloads readers without
legal expertise (extrinsic load) and neither does it help them to develop mental models
to make sense of the meaning (germane load).
In light of cognitive load theory, both information structure (how the content is
ordered and organised) and information display (how it is visually presented) should
play a key role in supporting comprehension and intellectual performance. A
meaningful information structure helps readers to preserve continuity, allowing the
formation of a useful and easy-to-process mental model. Visual information display
further facilitates mental model creation by representing information structures and
relationships more explicitly, so readers do not have to use cognitive resources to
develop a mental model from scratch [11].

There are also further reasons why proper visual information display should
enhance intellectual performance, and why a better but perceptually invisible
information structure is probably not enough to reduce cognitive load . Firstly, the
architecture of working memory is composed by specialised ‘processors’ devoted to
process separately visuo-spatial information and speech/text, as well as components
coordinating attention allocation and integrating visuo-spatial and phonological
information with schematic long-term memory [12]. All processors have different and
separate capacities, thus information processing should be more effective and
sophisticated when both verbal and visual systems are activated. Secondly, people do
not simply read texts in a linear fashion, but tend to skim and search for the most
relevant bits of information. Visual cues (e.g. font size, boldface, bullet points,
indentation, icons…) in the text assist readers in focussing on important items, better
avoid distractors and process the text selectively when necessary [13], thus reducing
the amount of information to be processed. Moreover, visual cues can simplify sense
making by constraining possible interpretations. For instance, larger font size can be a
cue for a heading, thus reducing possible ambiguities on the meaning and role of that
bit of text, and thus reducing extraneous cognitive load. Thirdly, visible elements
create an external persistent referent, enforcing consistency also in mental
representations [14]. By ‘externally storing’ information working memory demands
decrease, especially if we wish to explore relationships between different information,
as ‘statements that are distant in logical space can be brought beside each other in
physical space’ [14]. In this case, extraneous cognitive load is limited and more
resources can be invested into mental model re-creation and manipulation [7].
In light of CLT, two hypotheses were formulated:
H1: Intellectual performance (comprehension and ease of comprehension) using a
traditional text-only contract is worse than performance using a text-only contract
where information has been better re-ordered and structured
H2: Intellectual performance (comprehension and ease of comprehension) using
either a text-only traditional contract or a restructured contract is worse than
performance using a restructured contract where visual solutions are also employed

1.2 User Experience
As already mentioned, people do not like to read contracts and in some cases avoid
reading them altogether. It is not only a matter of cognitive effort, but also of negative
emotions: we feel frustrated by lack of clarity and uncertainty and we do not feel in
control. Assuming the predictions of CLT are correct, and design can indeed aid
cognitive performance, the question on motivation remains open. How do we
motivate people to engage with contracts, as their previous experiences of contracts
have been consistently negative?
According to Hassenzahl and Tractinsky [15] UX research deals with emotions in
two ways: either as consequences of use, or as antecedents of motivation to use and
evaluative judgments. UX can be seen as expectations before use (anticipated UX),

perceptions and judgements during and after a single use (momentary UX and
episodic UX) and over repeated use in time (cumulative UX) [16], and it is easy to see
how the loop closes and cumulative UX from previous experiences will affect future
expectations. Cognitive load and perceived difficulty experienced in past interactions
with contracts might prevent people from attempting to engage with contracts in the
future, even if we decrease their complexity. For this reason, it is important for
contracts designed with the intent of being user-friendlier to also look and feel
different from other contracts. Research has shown that not only do people tend to
find more usable what they find beautiful, but also that aesthetic perception overrules
the degree of actual usability of an artifact when forming judgments on perceived
usability [2]. Consequently, a visibly different design should have an edge over
simple information restructuring in improving the overall experience of contract
readers. A different appearance would immediately signal an intention to
communicate more clearly with readers, and this in return might change their
expectations, while a structural improvement cannot be easily discovered at a glance
before use. However, the promise of simplicity needs to be kept during use. Research
has shown how experiential judgments are affected by the satisfaction of two separate
needs, the utilitarian (satisfaction of needs dictated by pragmatic, instrumental
reasons) and the hedonic (the visceral need for affective gratification) [17, 18], and
how those judgments can affect consumers’ attitudes, preferences and decisions [19,
20, 21, 22]. In the case of contracts, it can be argued that user experience will be
positively affected by design solutions that not only functionally help in achieving
comprehension goals, but also stimulate aesthetically and emotionally, before and
during use. In terms of functionality, we can evaluate information restructuring versus
information restructuring and visual redesign in terms of Norman’s concepts of
affordances and signifiers; in other words, what an artifact potentially allows users to
do and what devices indicate when, how, where to use it [23]. Affordances without
signifiers might not improve usability and user experience. A better contract structure
can at best represent an affordance – as a logical structure offers the functionality of
finding information smoothly – but visual design elements can be signifiers – as they
also indicate where to search for a specific type of information and how to navigate
the document. In terms of aesthetic stimulation and gratification, obviously a
document with a good, clear, pleasant layout, typography and visual elements will
trump an illegible wall of text. We can thus hypothesise the following:
H3: The experience of using a visually improved and logically restructured
contract is more positive than the experiences elicited by using either a traditional
text-only contract or a logically restructured contract.

2 Methods
2.1 Sample and Experimental Design
The study was carried out as an experiment in which participants had to answer 7
comprehension questions, using a contract text. After that, they also had to evaluate

the experience of performing the comprehension tasks with the given contract through
a self-administered questionnaire.
48 research participants, 24 female and 24 male master students, were recruited
from at least 6 different European universities. The sample was widely diverse – 21
different nationalities and at least 6 different educational backgrounds (arts, law,
business, engineering, sciences, other). In order to increase the validity of the
experiment, the contract used in the experiment was the English version of the
tenancy agreement for student apartments used in the Helsinki area: thus, students
were the intended user group of this real document. This tenancy agreement was also
chosen because its content was rather simple compared to other agreements: this
arguably results in lower intrinsic cognitive load, with extraneous and germane
cognitive loads (which can instead be affected by design solutions) remaining as the
main components of overall cognitive load.

Fig. 1. Examples of one page of the three versions of the tenancy agreement: original
agreement (left), restructured agreement (centre), visually redesigned and restructured
agreement (right)

The experimental manipulation consisted of randomly assigning a differently
designed version of the same contract text (Fig. 1) to the participants, divided in three
groups:
• ‘Textual/original’ group (n = 16): the first group used the original,
completely textual version of the tenancy agreement, an A4 document set
in font size 6 pt, in a two-column layout;
• ‘Textural/restructured’ group (n = 17): the second group used a modified
version of the original tenancy agreement. The document was still
completely textual and presented in the same layout and font size as the
original. However, the order of the clauses was modified so as to increase
coherency, and more descriptive, plain language headings were added.
Lastly, the original text was chunked down in bulleted lists;
• ‘Visual/restructured’ group (n = 15): the third group used another
modified version of the agreement which, in addition to all the structural
improvements of the second version, was also modified in terms of layout

and design (bigger font size, icons suggestive of the topic of the clause,
bigger headings, single column layout, wide white margins, …). The
content and the wording were unchanged.
2.2 Measures
Answering Speed. The first measure of intellectual performance considered the time
taken by each participant to answer the 7 comprehension questions. The time taken to
answer each question was measured individually and then summed to the others. This
measure includes only the time taken to find the answer and write it down, but not the
time taken to carefully read the question before starting the search for the correct
answer. The participants were given 6.5 minutes for each question. The decision to
limit the time available for each question was dictated by the fact that all questions
dealt with very simple real-life questions of a tenant. If a tenant would take more than
6.5 minutes to find an answer to such a question from a one-page contract, it would
mean that the contract is very badly designed for its scope and user group.
Answer Accuracy. The second measure of intellectual performance considered the
correctness of each given answer. Answer accuracy was measured assigning one point
for each correct answer, summing the scores over 7 questions. Partially correct
answers were graded with 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 points, depending on the magnitude of
the mistakes and imprecisions, and thus the scores could vary between 0 (all wrong)
and 7 (all correct).
Skipped Questions. The participants were given the possibility of skipping questions.
They were told that skipping would equate saying ‘I give up. This document is too
badly designed, I think it is impossible to find the answer in the given time’. Skipped
questions were counted as a wrong answer (0 accuracy points) given in the maximum
time allowed (6.5 minutes). Skipped questions were taken as a measure of the
intrinsic difficulty of working with each version of the texts. If one version is more
difficult to understand than the others, it will cause the participants to skip more
questions overall.
User Experience. The HED/UT (Hedonic/Utilitarian) Scale [19] was chosen as a
measure of UX, as it is a well-validated tool that allows taking into consideration both
how useful/functional and gratifying/pleasurable the interaction with a product or
service is. The analysis of HED/UT results is carried out graphically with the aid of a
2x2 matrix (Fig. 3), where the x-axis maps the hedonic score and the y-axis maps the
utilitarian score. It is desirable to get a score of at least 4 points in each dimension, as
4 points is considered the threshold between low and high scores.

3 Results
3.1 Intellectual Performance
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the performance scores in the 3 experimental groups: answering speed
(left) and accuracy (right)

Answering Speed. The mean time taken to answer the 7 questions was longest in the
textual/original group (896 seconds ± SD 333.65), and decreased in the
textual/restructured group (827.11 seconds ± SD 464.15), with the visual/restructured
group being the fastest (586.64 seconds ± SD 149.48) (Fig. 2). As the assumption of
homogeneity of variances was violated (assessed through Levene's Test of
Homogeneity of Variance, p = 0.03), the differences in score between the groups was
investigated through a Welch ANOVA and resulted statistically significant (F = 6.73,
p = 0.004). The significance of pairwise differences between groups was investigated
through a post-hoc Games-Howell test. The only statistically significant decrease in
mean answering speed existed between the scores of the visual/restructured group and
textual/original group (-309.37 seconds, p = 0.008). The results confirm Hypothesis 2,
but fail to convincingly confirm Hypothesis 1. Simply restructuring the text is not
enough to significantly improve the speed of searching and giving an answer, while
employing visual elements in displaying information affects performance.
Answer Accuracy. Mean accuracy was lowest in the textual/original group (4.62 ±
SD 1.54), increased in the textual/restructured group (5.09 ± SD 1.29) and was
highest for the visual/restructured group (6 ± SD 0.87) (Fig. 2). Since there the data
was not normally distributed and some genuine scores appeared nevertheless as
outliers, the difference between group scores had to be assessed through the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis H test. The difference among the 3 scores was overall
significant (χ2 = 7.53, p = 0.023). Pairwise comparisons were performed using Dunn's
procedure [24] with a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. This post hoc

analysis revealed a statistically significant difference only between the scores in the
visual/restructured group and textual/original group (1.38 points, p = 0.022). This
pattern mirrors what was already observed in regards to speed scores: accuracy
somewhat increases as the text is presented in a more logically structured way, but
displaying information in a visual, user-friendly way increases comprehensibility
even further (and significantly). Hypothesis 2 receives thus further support, while
Hypothesis 1 is rejected.
Skipped Questions. Even though the difference in the amount of skipped questions in
the three groups is not statistically significant, it is interesting to note that in the
textual/original group three participants skipped questions (for a total of 6 missing
answers) and two participants skipped questions in the textual/restructured group (for
a total of 3 missing answers), while nobody in the visual/restructured group skipped
any question. This matches the performance trends observed for speed and accuracy,
with the visual/restructured contract seemingly better supporting comprehension and
performance.

3.2 User Experience

Visual / restructured
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Textual / original
agreement
=
Textual / restructured
agreement

Median HED
Textual/original= 2 ± SD 0.99
Textual/restructured= 2 ± SD 0.89
Visual/restructured= 4 ± SD 1.04

Median UT
Textual/original= 5 ± SD 1.65
Textual/restructured= 5 ± SD 1.32
Visual/restructured= 6 ± SD 1.63

Fig. 3. HED/UT matrix showing the scores of the three experimental groups

HED/UT scores for the three experimental groups are displayed in Figure 3, with the
visual/restructured contract (HED = 4; UT = 6) scoring better than both
textual/restructured contract (HED = 2; UT = 5) and textual/original contract (HED =
2; UT = 5). The result of Mood’s median test was statistically significant for both
HED (χ2 = 18.23, p < 0.001) and UT (χ2 = 9.39, p = 0.009) dimensions. Logically
restructuring the text seems to have no effect on user experience, while visibly
discernible design improvements have a positive impact in terms of both instrumental

and affective satisfaction. Not only does the contract feel more pleasant to use, but it
also feels more useful and usable in completing the task. These results provide
evidence in favour of Hypothesis 3.

4 Discussion
The results suggest that the visual display of information (visually perceptible
information design solutions in terms of layout, typography and iconic language) is
necessary, in addition to a logical structure of the text, in order to make the meaning
of contract clauses clearer to readers. This is consistent with the results of previous
studies about the effects of different types of visual representation on the
comprehension of complex legal texts, across different user groups (e.g. civil servants
[25], the general public [26, 27] and contract professionals [28]). Specifically,
however, the results of this study should be better interpreted as supporting evidence
for the need of making the structure and logic of the text visible: differently from the
documents employed in the above mentioned studies – where explanatory diagrams
such as timelines and flowcharts had a crucial role in demystifying the text and
supporting comprehension – icons were the most visually noticeable element in the
redesigned contract used in this experiment. Icons alone did not explain the details of
the clauses or their logic, as a diagram would do, but were rather used to signal the
topic discussed in the adjacent text. In Kong’s words [29], icons played mostly an
identification role in relation to the text. Identification is a key dynamic in multimodal
texts, and especially in instructional genres such as textbooks, manuals and guides,
thus consolidating the suggested reconceptualisation of contracts-as-instructions.
While diagrams can enhance comprehension through explanation, supporting
cognitive processing involved in mental model building, icons (when used in concert
with text) enhance comprehension by acting as signifiers indicating what actions are
possible [23] (in this case, which instructions – in the format of clauses – apply, and
where to find them). The extraneous load associated with understanding the hidden
logic and narrative of a complex text is reduced as its structure is made visible: the
reader does not need anymore to invest lots of attentional resources to visual search,
nor needs to envision search strategies to dig out the required information of the text.
Further research will be needed to understand the role of different types of visual
solutions in enhancing comprehension, and to demonstrate which mechanisms might
link them to the reduction of extraneous cognitive load and to the support of mental
model building cognitive processing.
In terms of experiential evaluation, respondents in all groups considered their
contracts sufficiently good in satisfying their pragmatic information needs, as
measured by the UT component of the HED/UT scale. However, looking at the HED
component, the two textual versions scored very poorly in terms of gratification,
while the visual version obtained just a sufficient score in this respect, suggesting that
legal documents are intrinsically unpleasant for laypeople. One reason could be that
the rather stuffy language of the original agreement was used in all versions of the
agreements. While the adoption of plain language is desirable in real life, it was

undesirable in an experimental setting exclusively focussing on the contribution of
information design solutions to comprehension. A manipulation of verbal language
would introduce a confounding variable, and it would be difficult to correctly discern
among effects due to plain language, logical structure and visual display. In order to
analyse the effects of both verbal and visual language styles as predictors of both
comprehension performance and experience, a new experiment with more participants
and larger experimental groups would be necessary.

5 Conclusions
It is not enough to restructure texts in a meaningful, sensible way in order to make
them more comprehensible. The visual presentation of legal texts strongly affects
content comprehensibility and accessibility, making meaning more immediately
available to readers. Logical structure and visual cues need to be planned and
designed together in order to make documents clear, engaging, easily readable and
skimmable. Suitable design solutions decrease extraneous cognitive load and support
comprehension by supporting mental model formation. The look and feel of improved
layouts, as well as the perceived ease of comprehension, also elicits more positive
user experiences in interacting with legal texts – which is usually pretty poor. In many
industries, contracts are important touchpoints with customers, but nowadays their
potential is completely untapped: organisations seeking to be truly customer-centric
should give information design serious consideration in order to transform contracts
from necessary evils into clear, user-friendly interfaces.
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